
Promote Things with Display Advertising 
Digital marketing techniques such as display advertising are used on websites, 
mobile apps, and social media platforms. In addition to other ad formats, digital 
display advertisements may appear as images, banners, videos, pop-ups, or text 
ads. On a cost-per-click (CPC) or pay-per-click (PPC) basis, businesses typically 
pay for display ad campaigns. The business pays an advertising agency a 
predetermined sum for each time one of these display marketing ads is clicked. To 
improve conversion rates, businesses can also optimize their advertising. 
 

 

3 Types of Display Advertisements 
Digital advertising campaigns may include several display ad kinds in a range of ad 
sizes and formats: 
1. Video advertisements: To generate a more attractive kind of online advertising, 
businesses might include teaser movies or other non-static ads in feeds. 
2. Interstitial advertisements: These advertisements show when visitors click on 
links to certain websites, displacing the intended content. In most cases, the user 
has the option to exit the advertisement or wait for it to disappear. 
3. Banner ad: These advertisements, which resemble a banner hanging over the 
webpage's primary content, are shown at the top of web pages. 
 

  3 Advantages of display advertising 
The use of display advertising is common in many marketing plans. Several 
benefits are as follows: 
1. Transparent metrics: By looking at conversion and click-through rates, display 
advertising enables marketers to properly analyze ad effectiveness. 
2. Remarketing: Businesses may employ ads to retarget individuals who have 
already visited particular websites in order to get them to return to a page. 
3. Demographic targeting: A major benefit of display ads is their ability to target 
specific demographics. Users can be targeted by businesses based on their 
interests, the apps they use on their phones, or the websites they visit. 
 

3 Display advertising's negative aspects 
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There are various drawbacks to using display advertising campaigns for your 
marketing: 
1. Customer annoyance: Pop-up advertising, especially huge ones, can ruin a 
user's experience on a website. Negative brand connotations could result from this. 
2. Banner blindness: Users may dismiss items on websites that resemble 
advertisements since adverts are a common occurrence on websites. Banner 
blindness, a propensity, can result in less ad interaction. 
3. Lower CTRs: Compared to search ads, display ads typically have lower click-
through rates. To ensure that ad spending maximizes sales and page views, 
businesses must implement multiple campaigns, such as search engine 
optimization alongside programmatic ads. 
 

How to Promote Things with Display Advertising 

Learn how to use this ad type in your marketing to boost campaign effectiveness, 

boost e-commerce, and enhance audience targeting: 

1. Make a suggestion. Encourage readers to click on your products or services by 

including promotional wording and a clear call to action. 

2. Make it simple to use the landing page. After viewers click an ad, websites must 

be simple to navigate since user experience is crucial. Maintain a straightforward 

tone; since people demonstrate interest by clicking, try to turn that desire 

immediately into a transaction. 

3. Evaluate performance in real time. Making modifications after doing a campaign 

performance analysis is beneficial. To determine whether your efforts are having an 

impact, look at the number of impressions, the click-through rate, and the number 

of page views. 
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